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Abstract
According to quite a few books and films produced in the last few decades in
Europe and North America, sex is widely celebrated in Jewish sources. In
“authentic Judaism,” kosher sex between husband and wife is a sacred endeavor
and a key to heavenly bliss both on earth and beyond. This representation of
Jewish attitudes about sex is highly problematic and is often based on only one
medieval Jewish source commonly known as The Holy Letter. This paper
discusses the use of this text in two Hollywood films: Yentl (1983), and A Stranger
Among Us (1992).

Article
[1] Since the fourteenth century, a Hebrew kabbalistic text on marital sexuality, known as
Iggeret ha-Kodesh (may be translated as The Holy Letter or The Epistle on/of Holiness), or Hibur
ha-Adam ve-Ishto (The Union of Man and His Wife), has been evoked in various works. Often, it
was attributed to Moses ben Nahman,2 known in traditional circles as Ramban and in more
scholarly ones as Nahmanides. This paper explores how this medieval text has been used in two
films from the last two decades of the 20th century.
The Holy Letter
[2] Nahmanides, one of the greatest Jewish minds of the thirteenth century, was a man of many

talents. His works encompass Jewish law, Biblical and Talmudic exegesis, ethics, and more. 3 As
it is often the case with renowned authors, his fame caused some works that he did not actually
compose to be also attributed to him. This has been the case for centuries with Iggeret haKodesh. Although some doubts about Nahmanides‟ authorship of the Holy Letter were raised
centuries ago, it was Gershom Scholem (1897-1982), in many ways the father of the academic
study of Kabbalah, who was the first modern scholar to seriously tackle this issue.4 Today,
following Scholem‟s and other scholars‟ conclusions, the Iggeret is generally believed to have
been composed at the time and place where Nahmanides lived, Catalonia of the thirteenth
century, but certainly not by him. Certain kabbalistic concepts found in the letter, particular
vocabulary, the fact it is not hinted at in Nahmanides‟ biblical exegesis, as well as a lack of such
an attribution in the earliest mentions of the work, all point to this conclusion.
[3] It is clear that the false attribution to Nahmanides did the work in fact a great service; without
it, one might imagine, the text could very well have remained an obscure work with little
influence, or even disappeared.5 It seems there was another reason, probably related to the first,
that the Holy Letter became so widely known. It was a common practice to include it, frequently
in its entirety, in many other works as a “ready-made” piece on sexual relations. Thus, editors or
writers of prayer books, works on issues of purity, or even manuals for Shabbat practices who
wanted to include something on the complex issue of sexual relations in their books often quoted
this letter. It was an easy, kosher, and very practical solution. Therefore, for centuries, the text
was easily available, even to those who were not scholars. The English-speaking Jewish world
became aware of this unique text starting in 1976, when Seymour J. Cohen, a Conservative rabbi
in Chicago, published an impressive critical edition of the work, accompanied by an English
translation.6 It is imaginable that in the atmosphere of the 1970s, showing that rabbinic Judaism
has its own Kama sutra was not an inappropriate feat in Cohen‟s eyes.
[4] This unique “letter” contains an introduction and five “paths” or chapters. The first “path”
explores what is referred to as “The Nature of the Union.” This chapter is not an easy one, and it
is fair to say that it is the most “kabbalistic” section of the whole work. It is this chapter that
highlights the holiness of the sexual act that is properly done. First, it fiercely attacks a relatively
famous statement from one of the most prominent Jewish authors of all times, Maimonides
(1135-1204), who said, “The sense of touch is a shame to us.”7 The author of the Iggeret insists
that sexual relations practiced in the appropriate manner are holy and clean. If done for the sake
of heaven, “there is nothing holier and cleaner” than such relations. It is possible that this direct
attack on Maimonides was at least in part what led some to claim that the work is by
Nahmanides. Not only are their Hebrew acronyms very similar (Rambam and Ramban), but they
are perceived by many, not necessarily justly, to be opponents. It is also possible that because of
this statement, the title “Letter on/of Holiness” was given to the entire work.
[5] The second and third chapters or “paths” deal with the right time for the union and the
appropriate foods to consume prior to it. Sexual relations should not be performed excessively,
the reader is told, and the right time for those who study Torah is Friday evening, in the second
half of the night, not immediately after eating a moderate amount of permissible food.
[6] The fourth path explains that one should have the right intention about performing this
unique activity. Several scholars have justly claimed that this long and complex chapter parallels
Christian literature. One doubts whether most readers of this work could understand the symbolic

and cryptic language in this section. Still, the bottom line is clear and simple, even for lay
readers: one must not have unclean thoughts during the union. The reader (a man, obviously)
should make sure his wife is happy, as this will ensure that she also has right and holy thoughts.
If they both think about “the Justs and the Pures,” the child born of these relations will acquire
the good qualities of these holy people. 8
[7] These first five sections (the introduction and the four “paths”) provide information about the
preparation for the coital act, not about the act itself. Only the last section, the fifth path, “On the
Quality of the Union,”9 can be truly considered to be a practical guide for the intercourse itself. It
is not surprising then that it is only this last chapter that is used in the two films explored in this
article.
Yentl
[8] Seymour J. Cohen seems to be the person who took the first step in bringing the Holy Letter
out of the limited circle of Hebrew readers to a much larger public. The next step in its
popularization occurred a few years later when the Holy Letter went to Hollywood. The text‟s
cinematic debut was in the 1983 film Yentl.10 The film, it is well known, was based on the 1962
novel Yentl the Yehiva Boy by the Nobel Prize laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer, 11 who, together
with Leah Napolin, later (1975) made into a play. 12 In Singer‟s texts there is no mention of the
Iggeret, but in the film, directed by Barbra Streisand (who also co-wrote the script and played the
main role), the text is alluded to. One can imagine that Streisand, who was already planning to
make Singer‟s story into a film only a few years after its appearance, 13 or Jack Rosenthal, the
British playwright who worked with her on the script, learned about the Iggeret in the late 1970‟s
or early 1980‟s through Cohen‟s translation.
[9] This widely acclaimed movie portrays the fictitious story of Yentl (Streisand), a young
Jewish woman in Poland at the beginning of the twentieth century, who decides to dress like a
man in order to be able to study in a talmudic institute, a Yeshiva.14 Yentl, now called Anshel,
chooses a specific Yeshiva after meeting a charismatic student named Avigdor (Mandy
Patinkin). Very quickly, the two become friends and study mates. Later, when the betrothal of
Avigdor to Hadass (Amy Irving), a charming young woman from the town, falls apart after the
suicide of Avigdor‟s brother is revealed, Anshel becomes the new candidate for marriage to
Hadass. The story thus becomes even more complex, raising the possibility of the marriage of
two women, one of whom is not aware of the other‟s true sex.
[10] Shortly after the middle of the movie, during Anshel and Hadass‟ wedding, Avigdor, who is
also unaware of Anshel‟s big secret, brings him a small book. After saying, “I have a wedding
present for you, for both of you. Nahmanides‟ The Holy Letter. He wrote it over five hundred
years ago,” Avigdor begins to read from it. Very quickly it becomes clear that he knows it by
heart:
Converse with her to put her mind at ease. Speak words which arouse her to love,
desire and passion. Words of reverence, for God. Never force her; her mood must
be as yours. Win her with graciousness and seductiveness; be patient, until her
passion is aroused; begin with love, and when her mood is ready, let her desire be
satisfied first; her delight is what matters. 15

[11] Hadass is not present in this scene: she is with the wedding guests in the adjacent room.
When Avigdor says, “for both of you,” he actually speaks only to Anshel. Clearly, the scene
hints that the Iggeret is a text for men, although women might very well benefit if men would
meticulously follow its instructions.
[12] Nahmanides is evoked as the author of the text. This fact is most probably due to the title
Cohen gave to his translation: The Holy Letter: A Study in Medieval Jewish Sexual Morality
ascribed to Nahmanides.16 The sentences from The Holy Letter (in Cohen‟s translation) that
seem to be the basis of Avigdor‟s words are the followings:
You must begin by speaking to her in a manner that will draw her heart to you,
calm her spirits, and make her happy… Speak to her so that your words will
provoke desire, love, will, and passion, as well as words leading to reverence for
God…. A man should never force himself upon his wife… Rather act so that you
will warm her heart by speaking to her charming and seductive words… Do not
hurry to arouse her until she is receptive. Be calm, and as you enter the path of
love and will, let her insemination come first…17
[13] The cinematic rendering of the text in Yentl seems to be more or less reliable. One can note
that the medieval medical concept of women‟s “insemination,” to which we will return later, was
replaced by what seems to be a hint of female orgasm: “let her desire be satisfied.” Another
interesting addition should be noted as well: Avigdor‟s concluding sentence, “Her delight is what
matters,” a very charged statement that can surely be interpreted in many ways, is not in the
medieval text.
[14] The efforts made by Streisand and her collaborators to present Jewish sexuality in a positive
way in Yentl are most obvious when one compares the movie to the play written by Singer and
Napolin. In the play, Avigdor, the parents of Hadass, and other community members explain to
Anshel and Hadass, the newlyweds, that pain and sometimes even the use of force are a
legitimate part of the sexual act. This is how Avigdor explains to Anshel what will happen on the
wedding night:
Anshel, tomorrow night, get ready to taste Paradise! Be firm! Even if she weeps
and begs you not to, you must take her and have your pleasure. 18
[15] The following day, during the wedding itself, Hadass‟ parents and other members of the
community instruct both Anshel and Hadass on the matter.19 From her mother and other women,
Hadass hears this:
[Hadass‟ mother:] My daughter, be strong! Eve was created out of Adam‟s rib and
made to do his bidding. Everything your husband asks you to do, do it gladly…
[Other women:] Even if it hurts, do it gladly! Give yourself to him… Try to
please him… Accept him with love…
Anshel, at the same time, gets this information from the men:
[Hadass‟ father:] Since you‟re a scholar I don‟t have to tell you about the

commandment to be fruitful and multiply! [Hadass‟ father and other men:] First
approach her with words of endearment… It‟s the Law! Kissing and caressing is
not always a frivolity… as long as it‟s with your own wife!
[16] Streisand was probably, and understandably, not happy with some of these notions.20 She
(or her co-writer) thus replaced them with the text from the Holy Letter, much more marketable
to modern viewers (and she/he perhaps found an allusion to in the instructions the cantor gives
Anshel: “First approach her with words of endearment”).
[17] Although we should credit Streisand-Rosenthal for being the first to give the Holy Letter
wide exposure, its place in the movie is, after all, minor. Quoted in the midst of a noisy wedding,
and being only one of countless rabbinic quotations mentioned in the film, the text is probably
hardly noticed by the average viewer. Luckily for it, this medieval work was given another
chance on the silver screen.
A Stranger Among Us
[18] In 1992, A Stranger Among Us, a film directed by Sidney Lumet, was released. For many, it
seemed as an attempt to repeat the earlier success of Witness from 1985. Witness, directed by
Peter Weir, won two Oscars, and thus was clearly a good example to follow. The similarities are
indeed obvious. Witness starred Harrison Ford playing John, a policeman living undercover in an
austere Amish community, gradually falling in love with his Amish host, Rachel, played by
Kelly McGillis. A Stranger Among Us starred Melanie Griffith playing Emily, “a tough, supermodern blond policewoman” living undercover in a home of a Hassidic rebbe in “the seemingly
archaic Jewish world of Williamsburg”. 21 Her real task was to investigate a murder that had
occurred in Manhattan‟s diamond district, largely controlled by Hasidim, but this did not prevent
her from falling in love with Ariel, the rebbe‟s brilliant adopted son (Erich Thal). 22 The script for
A Stranger Among Us was written by Robert J. Avrech, a Los Angeles screenwriter who
describes himself on his Web site as “an observant Jew, a religious Zionist, a conservative
Republican, and a member of the NRA.”23
[19] One of the pivotal scenes in the movie happens during a chilly night, in what seems to be an
inner courtyard of the rebbe‟s house. Emily, after hearing some noises, comes out, wearing a
nightgown (and a gun), only to discover that Ariel is sitting in the courtyard. As Emily is already
awake, Ariel, in a very gentlemanly way, takes off his coat and covers her to protect her from the
cold. Then, in an inner pocket of his coat, Emily finds a small book:
Emily: “What‟s this?”
Ariel: “Uh, that‟s the Kabbalah. I like to keep it close to my heart.” [Ariel shows
her how to hold the book, they giggle]
Emily: “Will you read something? [she picks a page] This!”
Ariel: [looking into the text] “Uh, uh, I don‟t think…”

Emily: “What?”
Ariel: “You can‟t learn out of context. You need a lifetime of study.”
Emily: “Well, I don‟t have a lifetime. Let‟s do the Evelyn Wood version. You
know Evelyn Wood? [it seems he does not] Just read.”
Ariel: [reads] “Therefore engage her in conversation that puts her heart and mind
at ease. Speak words which arouse her to passion, union, love, desire and…”
Emily: “And what?”
Ariel: [after a long pause] “…Eroticism.”
Emily: [laughing] “You little devil!”
Ariel: “No, you don‟t understand.”
Emily: “Wait, now. So you don‟t do it through a sheet?”24
Ariel: “Wh… what are you talking about?”
Emily: “Never mind. Read… more.”
Ariel: [reading] “Hurry not to arouse passion until her mood is ready; Begin to
love her; Let her–”
Emily: “What? What?”
Ariel: [holds his head in embarrassment, continues to read] “Let her vaginal
secreting take place first.”
Emily: [giggling] “Very mystical.”
Ariel: “It‟s… The Rabbis have a deeper intent here, which is that man and woman
should be a holy union.”
Emily: “Okey dokey.”
Ariel: “The Kabbalah is filled with erotic imagery. Most of it is theoretical.”
Emily: [laughing] “Vaginal secreting… it‟s very theoretical.”
[20] A few seconds later, Emily and Ariel engage in a heated debate about his upcoming
wedding to a French Hasidic woman he has never met. Emily finds it very disturbing. She asks
him, “But what about love?” His answer about reunion of souls intrigues her, but she is not fully
convinced. Then she asks, “But what about sex?” This question startles Ariel, who probably

thought he had already won the debate:
Ariel: “Sex?”
Emily: “Yeah.
Ariel: “Emily, I just read to you from the Kabbalah. Sex is sacred, it is a Mitzvah,
one of the positive commandments. Well I have a hot flash for you: sex is nice!”
Emily: “Sex is nice? How would you know? I mean outside of your little Jewish
Kamasutra??”25
[21] According to Avrech, many people consider the scene in the courtyard to be a fabulous
one.26 Avrech is very pleased with it as well. In his words, 27 “if in the world to come I will be
judged by one scene I made, I hope it will be this one.” Why is this scene so intriguing? The
answer is complex. We have an erotically charged scene with a perfectly dressed, smart Hasidic
man and a relatively covered non-Jewish and very charming policewoman, and they talk, in the
middle of the night, about sex. With such a start, things can hardly become boring, and, indeed,
they are not. Griffith discovers that very observant Jews are no different from other people in
their desire to know more about sex.
[22] As problematic and barely believable as it is, 28 the scene evokes, in a superficial yet concise
manner, many interesting topics:
o
o
o
o
o

A mention of Jewish guides of sexuality in general, and kabbalistic ones,29 in
particular;
The fact that books with such content are considered a part of Jewish traditional
literature;
Myths30 about Jewish sexual practices;
The presumed respect for women ‟s needs in Jewish sexual practices;
The notion that marital relations are considered good and holy in Judaism.

[23] As readers of this paper can imagine, the text read by Ariel comes from the Holy Letter.
Apparently, its inclusion was not influenced by its use in Yentl: Avrech claimed he never
watched Streisand‟s movie.31 It is worthwhile to note that the seemingly erroneous connection of
the work to Nahamnides is not present in the scene; in fact, even the name of the work is not
given.
[24] Ariel‟s words are not taken verbatim though from the Iggeret. It seems that the sentences
Avrech used to create the actor‟s speech are those in bold in the following text: 32
Therefore, when engaging in the sex act, you must begin by speaking to
her in a manner that will draw her heart to you, calm her spirits, and
make her happy. Thus your minds will be bound upon one another as one,
and your intention will unite with hers. Speak to her so that your words
will provoke desire, love, will, and passion, as well as words leading to
reverence for God, piety, and modesty. Tell her how pious and modest

women are blessed with, honorable, and worthy sons, worthy of the
highest crown, masters of the Torah, and having the fear of God and the
ability to teach… [A husband should speak with his wife with the
appropriate words, some of love, some of erotic passion, some words of
fear of Heaven...] To conclude, when you check yourself and find you are
ready for sexual union, see that your wife‟s intentions combine with yours.
And when you cleave to her do not hurry to arouse, so that her spirit
calms.33 [Enter her34 with love and will, let her35 insemination come
first, so that her seed be the substance and your seed like the design, as in
the verse where it is said, „When a woman has an emission, she gives birth
to a male child.‟36, 37]
[25] Avrech‟s reformulating of several ideas from the Holy Letter into a few short paragraphs is
fair. His decision to combine a few sentences into one, thus adding the word “eroticism”38 to
Ariel‟s first sentence, is unquestionably legitimate. Interestingly, Ariel pauses before
pronouncing it, reflecting the unique weight of such a term. His mention of “vaginal secreting” is
understandable as well. Avrech‟s other option would have probably been to first have Ariel
lecture Emily on medieval medical ideas about conception, explaining to her that according to
the widespread Galenic system, women also had “semen,” a secretion that was deemed necessary
for conception,39 and that many Jewish authors and physicians shared this opinion. But such an
explanation would have probably bored many film viewers. From a cinematic perspective, even
if not from an educational one, it seems that Avrech chose a better solution.
[26] It is important to note that in addition to the aforementioned decisions, Avrech also “deJudaised” the text, secularized it, removed medieval medical notions from it, and made it more
politically correct. He did so by removing any hint of the recommended verbal exchanges
between husband and wife regarding God, the Torah, and what seems to be the ultimate raison
d’être of these practices: to produce worthy and kosher male children.

Conclusion
[27] Jewish scholars of the nascent academic study of Judaism in the nineteenth century tried to
show the rationality of their religion and its compatibility with contemporary culture. They
proclaimed that Jewish culture is not an antiquated, outdated way of life, as was often claimed by
their Christian counterparts, but one that is in some ways even more “modern” than
Christianity.40 The two films mentioned here, and many other recent written works on Jewish
sexuality, are part of a similar trend. They all claim that sex is widely celebrated in Jewish
sources. At times, their authors or screenwriters, explicitly or implicitly, juxtapose their
understanding of what Judaism says about sexuality with their own generally negative
perceptions of Christian attitudes on the matter. The fact that such a trend exists today is
probably related to the general culture, one in which proclamations that sex is not something to
“celebrate” will be seen as strange at best or as fundamentalist at worst. 41 In such a cultural
environment, one can understand why declarations that Jewish culture is pro-sex seem to these
authors to be of a great service to both the world and Judaism. Their efforts are therefore not
surprising. What is surprising is the fact that so many writers base their representation of Jewish
sexuality on a single ancient Jewish text, Iggeret ha-Kodesh.

[28] One might ask whether, leaving aside the occasional incorrect information, the overall
presentation of sexuality in Judaism in the two works explored in this paper is not basically and
objectively true. Is it not true that Judaism‟s attitude towards sexuality is indeed very positive, as
one hears so often? The answer is, obviously, not a simple one. Jewish literature certainly
includes some very positive statements about heterosexual, marital sexuality (and only about it),
but the Jewish tradition includes many negative statements about it as well. The fact that both
works explored here use (apparently, independently) Iggeret ha-Kodesh as a centerpiece for their
arguments is not a coincidence. Being arguably the most remarkable traditional positive Jewish
discussion of marital sexuality, their decision to include it is thoroughly correct and appropriate.
Nevertheless, a direct or indirect claim that this unique text is representative of Jewish notions on
the subject is not.42
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